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EDITOR’S NOTES
By John Dancy

SPRING 2012
Fabulous Fords Forever and Carlisle Ford Nationals. I still get a chill just typing the names. The
27th Annual Fabulous Ford Forever, all Fords show is no exception and is held this year on
Sunday, April 22, 2012. In 2011, the Southern California Chapter of The Lincoln Mark VII Club
gathered at a Denny's restaurant in Buena Park to "carb up" prior to caravanning down highway
39 to Knotts Berry Farm and the fifth consecutive showing at the Fabulous Fords Forever Show.
The clear warm day welcomed the well detailed cars of chapter coordinators Brent and Chris
Wilson, D.B. Samuals, Steve Erler, Steve Spears, Jeremy Koerner and Mary Nitschke, Seth Wilson,
Toby, Henry Anton, and Art & Kat Bailey. Some drove their Mark VIIs from points as far as 100
miles south, 300 miles north and 700 miles east. It was by far the largest spread of participants to
date. As usual, Fabulous Fords delivered, with a showing of 2,000 Ford, Lincoln, and Mercury
vehicles and Ford powered customs. The " Shelby " team once again showed off their latest
offerings along with some vintage machines; Always a popular attraction. There was something
there for everybody. Of course, the Lincoln Mark VII Club, Southern California Chapter
participants take any opportunity to gather and visit with each other, holding the longest,
continuous string of lunches and cruises in the Club's history; meeting every third Sunday of the
month. Fabulous Fords Forever is no exception and has had a presence there since the creation of
the chapter. We hope to see everybody there.
The 17th Carlisle Ford Nationals is June 1 – 3, 2012. This is also the East Coast National Meet for
the Club. Held the first weekend of June, the Lincoln Mark VII Club’s Pennsylvania Chapter has
coordinated a Club Tent in the center of the show field for several years. The entire family will
enjoy the largest and most thrilling All-Ford event in the world. Ford, Mercury, Lincoln fans will
have a showcase of over 2,200 vehicles to check out on the NPD showfield. You will also enjoy:
indoor displays of concepts, customs and historically-significant cars and trucks; test drives by
Ford Motor Company; a burnout competition; kids’ activities; industry guests; a car giveaway;
NHRA drag racing; autocross for all skill levels and club gatherings. The excitement continues
with a shopping experience you won’t soon forget, including an enormous swap meet, car corral
and the Manufacturers Midway for the best in parts buying. You don’t even need to bring a Ford
to enjoy the event as there is plenty of satellite parking for your non Ford products.
All of the Club’s Board Members are volunteers. We love anything Lincoln Mark VII and dedicate
a large portion of our time and resources into bringing this Club to it’s Members. The Club is
currently in need of replacements for the following positions: Newsletter Editor, Membership
Secretary, and Pennsylvania Chapter Coordinator. The qualifications for these positions can be
found on line in the Club’s Charter at
TheLincolnMarkVIIClub.org/documents/forms/TheLincolnMarkVIIClubCharter.pdf
If you are interested in sharing your hobby with hundreds of people world wide and making a
difference in the very future of the remaining Lincoln Mark VIIs globally, contact me directly at
OldSchool1@thelincolnmarkviiclub.org These positions can ONLY be filled by Club Members in
good standing at the time of application. Not a Club Member? Go to
TheLincolnMarkVIIClub.org/join. Membership is quick, easy, and inexpensive!
Preserve, restore, maintain.
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EVENTS

April 1, 2012 Leominster, MA
9:30 AM - 12:00 PM 482 North Main St Leominster, MA 01453 Friendly's Restaurant Breakfast
Cruise Coordinator: Alfred "PurpleLSC" Prince 857-345-5900 OR Dawnne "LSCPrincess"
978-868-8984 info@nelsc.com
April 15, 2012 Arcadia, CA
1:00 - ? 1150 West Colorado Blvd Arcadia, CA 91007 Coco's Restaurant Lunch Cruise
Coordinator: Brent and Chris Wilson 909-623-2151
April 28, 2012 Brighton, Canada
9:00 AM - ? Exit 509, Highway 401, Brighton, Canada Lincoln & Continental Owners Club
Motor-tour Coordinator: lincoln_continental_owners_club@yahoo.com
416-509-8154/613-398-6546
May 13, 2012 Leominster, MA
9:30 AM - 12:00 PM 482 North Main St Leominster, MA 01453 Friendly's Restaurant Breakfast
Cruise Coordinator: Alfred "PurpleLSC" Prince 857-345-5900 OR Dawnne "LSCPrincess"
978-868-8984 info@nelsc.com
May 20, 2012 Arcadia, CA
1:00 - ? 1150 West Colorado Blvd Arcadia, CA 91007 Coco's Restaurant Lunch Cruise
Coordinator: Brent and Chris Wilson 909-623-2151
June 1, 2012 Carlisle, PA
7AM to 6PM Carlisle Events 1000 Bryn Mawr Road Carlisle, PA 17013 Carlisle Ford Nationals
East Coast National Meet Coordinators: John Dancy Dana Jemison 610.931.6623
June 2, 2011 Carlisle, PA
7AM to 6PM Carlisle Events 1000 Bryn Mawr Road Carlisle, PA 17013 Carlisle Ford Nationals
East Coast National Meet Coordinators: John Dancy Dana Jemison 610.931.6623
June 3, 2011 Carlisle, PA
7AM to 3PM Carlisle Events 1000 Bryn Mawr Road Carlisle, PA 17013 Carlisle Ford Nationals
East Coast National Meet Coordinators: John Dancy Dana Jemison 610.931.6623
June 17, 2012 Arcadia, CA
1:00 - ? 1150 West Colorado Blvd Arcadia, CA 91007 Coco's Restaurant Lunch Cruise
Coordinator: Brent and Chris Wilson 909-623-2151
July 1, 2012 Leominster, MA
9:30 AM - 12:00 PM 482 North Main St Leominster, MA 01453 Friendly's Restaurant Breakfast
Cruise Coordinator: Alfred "PurpleLSC" Prince 857-345-5900 OR Dawnne "LSCPrincess"
978-868-8984 info@nelsc.com
July 15, 2012 Arcadia, CA
1:00 - ? 1150 West Colorado Blvd Arcadia, CA 91007 Coco's Restaurant Lunch Cruise
Coordinator: Brent and Chris Wilson 909-623-2151
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EVENTS (cont’d)

August 12, 2012 Leominster, MA
9:30 AM - 12:00 PM 482 North Main St Leominster, MA 01453 Friendly's Restaurant Breakfast
Cruise Coordinator: Alfred "PurpleLSC" Prince 857-345-5900 OR Dawnne "LSCPrincess"
978-868-8984 info@nelsc.com
August 19, 2012 Arcadia, CA
1:00 - ? 1150 West Colorado Blvd Arcadia, CA 91007 Coco's Restaurant Lunch Cruise
Coordinator: Brent and Chris Wilson 909-623-2151
September 9, 2012 Leominster, MA
9:30 AM - 12:00 PM 482 North Main St Leominster, MA 01453 Friendly's Restaurant Breakfast
Cruise Coordinator: Alfred "PurpleLSC" Prince 857-345-5900 OR Dawnne "LSCPrincess"
978-868-8984 info@nelsc.com
September 16, 2012 Arcadia, CA
1:00 - ? 1150 West Colorado Blvd Arcadia, CA 91007 Coco's Restaurant Lunch Cruise
Coordinator: Brent and Chris Wilson 909-623-2151
October 7, 2012 Leominster, MA
9:30 AM - 12:00 PM 482 North Main St Leominster, MA 01453 Friendly's Restaurant Breakfast
Cruise Coordinator: Alfred "PurpleLSC" Prince 857-345-5900 OR Dawnne "LSCPrincess"
978-868-8984 info@nelsc.com
October 21, 2012 Arcadia, CA
1:00 - ? 1150 West Colorado Blvd Arcadia, CA 91007 Coco's Restaurant Lunch Cruise
Coordinator: Brent and Chris Wilson 909-623-2151
November 4, 2012 Leominster, MA
9:30 AM - 12:00 PM 482 North Main St Leominster, MA 01453 Friendly's Restaurant Breakfast
Cruise Coordinator: Alfred "PurpleLSC" Prince 857-345-5900 OR Dawnne "LSCPrincess"
978-868-8984 info@nelsc.com
November 18, 2012 Arcadia, CA
1:00 - ? 1150 West Colorado Blvd Arcadia, CA 91007 Coco's Restaurant Lunch Cruise
Coordinator: Brent and Chris Wilson 909-623-2151
December 2, 2012 Leominster, MA
9:30 AM - 12:00 PM 482 North Main St Leominster, MA 01453 Friendly's Restaurant Breakfast
Cruise Coordinator: Alfred "PurpleLSC" Prince 857-345-5900 OR Dawnne "LSCPrincess"
978-868-8984 info@nelsc.com
December 16, 2012 Arcadia, CA
1:00 - ? 1150 West Colorado Blvd Arcadia, CA 91007 Coco's Restaurant Lunch Cruise
Coordinator: Brent and Chris Wilson 909-623-2151
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TECH

Painting The Bumpers
by Brad Pearce

Here are the before and after shots of the rear bumper.
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TECH (cont’d)

I sanded with 320 grit and then wiped it down with acetone to remove the dust
and dirt. Then I taped around the bumper trim with blue painters tape once,
then taped newspaper around that 1st tape all around the bumper and around
the car with the height of the newspaper and under the bumper too so there
would be no over spray on the exhaust. I sprayed two coats of Rustoleum Trim
and Bumper grey paint about 1 1/2 hours apart and let dry 24 hours before
adding the pin stripe. I pulled the tape and paper off about 3 hours after
painting. Then I added the ProStripe R21208 White 1/4" x 40' (6.35mm x
12.19m). This is 1/4" pin stripe.

Let me know what you think.
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TECH (cont’d)

Digital Odometer TRUE Mileage Verification
By Chris “K Maniac” Pinder
I have discovered a way that us Mark VII owner's with digital instruments can
verify the true mileage on their vehicles (or at least the true mileage stored in
the odometer memory module). I want to thank Doug C. (warwgn) for the
inspiration to pursue and solve this mystery. As some of you know, and maybe
some of you don't know yet, the display on the digital odometers of our Marks
(and maybe true for other models) is limited in that the number in the 100,000's
place is either blank (zero) or "1". You will notice that when the odometer boots
up at start up, it displays "188888.8" for a second or two before showing the
mileage display. It is explained in the owner's manual that the odometer is
accurate to 199999.9 miles, but will display
100000.0 miles again when the true mileage in the memory module reaches
200000.0 miles. Now if you have a low mileage car with less than 100,000 miles,
you will know with 100% certainty that the mileage stored in the memory
module is the same as displayed. But once the odometer displays more than
100,000 miles AND you don't have a history of the car, there will be some doubt
as to whether the car has either less than or more than 200,000 miles stored in
the memory module. Now there is a way to verify the true mileage and this is
done with some simple mathematics and the "kilometers" display.
Now the memory module always has true mileage stored in memory, it just
cannot display it on the odometer display provided when true mileage exceeds
200,000 miles. Ford designed the computer to use a simple conversion factor of
1.6 miles per kilometer to convert the odometer display from "miles" to "kms".
The kilometer display will always be an accurate 1.6 multiple of the true
mileage stored in the memory module whenever true mileage is below 125,000
miles or except for the "1" is the 100,000's place on the display if true mileage
exceeds 125,000 miles (125,000 x 1.6 = 200,000). Are you following along?
Good!
To test my theory and verify the true mileage on my 1989 Bill Blass, I observed
and took a picture of the odometer display in miles, made a few assumptions
and performed some mathematics. I observed a displayed mileage of 164357.0,
then made the following computations:
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TECH (cont’d)

If true mileage was 164357.0, then true kilometers should be 1.6 x 164357.0 or
262971.2 and display as 162971.2 kms. If true mileage was 264357.0, then true
kilometers should be 1.6 x 264357.0 or 422971.2 and display as 122971.2 kms.
If true mileage was 364357.0, then true kilometers should be 1.6 x 364357.0 or
582971.2 and display as 182971.2 kms. Once I completed the calculations, I
switched the odometer reading over from miles to kilometers and this is what I
found:

The kilometer display was 162971.2. This proved that the mileage stored in the
memory module was in fact 164357.0 miles. It is very easy to perform this
test and I would be curious what you owner's of digital odometer cars find out.
This entire article can be found online at,
http://thelincolnmarkviiclub.org/documents/tech/ReplacingTheVoltageRegulator.pdf

Do you have an idea for a future Tech Article? Submit your photos and text to
NewsLetter@TheLincolnMarkVIIClub.org
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CLASSIFIED

1989 LSC CONVERTIBLE
by EightLives
One of estimated 113 built, 1 of 1 of this color in this year. Will get pictures and more details
just putting the word out that it is officially for sale!
$7,000.00 obo.
eightlives@thelincolnmarkviiclub.org
Mark VII Parts For Sale
by tomc
For all those Mark VII owners out there.
I have a large inventory of Mark VII used parts for 1984 thru 1992 years.
Let me know what part you are looking for and I'll check my inventory and let you know the
price and availability.
Email me at: curry1391@comcast.net
Thanks.
Mark VII Parts For Sale
by lincolnlscse
Tim
timsull2006@hotmail.com
614-271-5729
1986 White LSC
by admin
Price: $900
Year: 1986
Model: Lincoln Mark VII LSC
Mileage: 100954
Exterior color: White
Interior color: Tan
VIN: 1LNBP98M2GY752225
Condition: 5 - needs complete restoration of body, chassis and interior, does not run
Link to pictures: http://richmond.craigslist.org/cto/2895672270.html.
Seller Name: NIck Pascaleff
Seller Email: joangolden@ymail.com
Seller Phone: 703-314-7110
Seller Location: Richmond, VA
Notes: Rear Axle bent. Passenger side body damage. Engine, Transmission, Suspension, Tires
good.
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CLASSIFIED
(cont’d)

1989 White LSC
by admin
Price: 5500.00 or Best Offer
Year: 1989
Model: Lincoln Mark VII LSC
Mileage: 112000
Exterior color: White
Interior color: Dove Gray
VIN: 1LNBM3EROKY633932
Condition: 2 - owner restored, superior restoration, excellent maintenance, extremely well
maintained original
Link to pictures: http://newjersey.craigslist.org/cto/2879209090.html
Seller Name: Dr. Tom Posio
Seller Email: drtom77@verizon.net
Seller Phone: 973-992-2444
Seller Location: Livingston, NJ
Notes: Driven infrequently, Garage kept show car. Combo original and restoration, excellent
running, everything works, requires no parts or maintenance. Includes extras.
1989 White Bill Blass
By admin
Price: Best Offer
Year: 1989
Model: Lincoln Mark VII Bill Blass
Mileage: unknown
Exterior color: White
Interior color: Tan
VIN: 1LNBM93E2KY767602
Condition: 5 - needs complete restoration of body, chassis and interior, does not run
Link to pictures: http://thelincolnmarkviiclub.org/Gallery/1LNBM93E2KY767602
Seller Name: Larry
Seller Email: none
Seller Phone: 2158701098
Seller Location: Sharon Hill, PA 19079
Notes: As Is Where Is. Cash And Carry.
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CLASSIFIED
(cont’d)

1986 Grey Mark VII
By admin
Price: 5,000 best offer
Year: 1986
Model: Lincoln Mark VII
Mileage: 60000
Exterior color: grey
Interior color: blue
VIN:
Condition: 2 - owner restored, superior restoration, excellent maintenance, extremely well
maintained original
Link to pictures: email me for pics
Seller Name: Dave Brandwood
Seller Email: stroker93@hhotmail.com
Seller Phone: 613 537 4457
Seller Location: cornwall,Ontario
Notes: This car waws my fathers "sunday car",,the mileage is in km so bout 102,000 (60,000 mi)
All original,,never has seen snow,,stored every yr heated building,,this is 1st yr not stored cause
of death,,car could need exhaust update as is original,,thanx
1990 Tan LSC
by admin
Price: $1,000 OBO
Year: 1990
Model: Lincoln Mark VII LSC
Mileage: 95,000
Exterior color: tan
Interior color: tan
VIN:
Condition: 4 - drivable vehicle, functional, amateur restoration with some components not
working, usable "as is"
Link to pictures: email me and I will send you pictures
Seller Name: Steve Bishop
Seller Email: sbishop8703@yahoo.com
Seller Phone: 352-263-5862
Seller Location: Brooksville, Florida
Notes: Coolant leak, compressor for air suspension broke, passenger door doesn't open.
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CLASSIFIED
(cont’d)

1984 Green Mark VII
By admin
Price: 5500
Year: 1984
Model: Lincoln Mark VII
Mileage: 180000
Exterior color: Green
Interior color: Green
VIN: 1MRBP98F4EY642762
Condition: 2 - owner restored, superior restoration, excellent maintenance, extremely well
maintained original
Link to pictures:
http://www.lincolnlandinc.com/browseProducts/browse.php/PData/category~1634
Seller Name: Roger Macon
Seller Email: nocam@msn.com
Seller Phone: 770-554-5351
Seller Location: Atlanta, GA
Notes: 1984 Mark VII 1st owner 1984-1987, 2nd (me) 1987- Present. Garage kept-very good
condition. Tuned up at 180,000, new set of Michelin tires ($600) at 180,500, current mileage
(March 2012) 181,000. Otherl questions or want other fotos call or email.

1984 Red Mark VII
By admin
Price:
Year: 1984
Model: Lincoln Mark VII LSC
Mileage: 160000
Exterior color: red
Interior color: black
VIN:
Condition: 6 - does not start or run, is weathered or wrecked or stripped, useful primarily for
parts
Link to pictures:
Seller Name: John Wonderley
Seller Email: wonderly@vt.edu
Seller Phone: 540-382-8830
Seller Location: Pilot, Virginia
Notes: Runs, No rust
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CLASSIFIED
(cont’d)

1988 Silver LSC
By admin
Price: 2000
Year: 1988
Model: Lincoln Mark VII LSC
Mileage: 171,40
Exterior color: silver
Interior color: crome
VIN: 1LNBM93E6JY753670
Condition: 3 - completely operable, older restoration, all wear items replaced
Link to pictures:
Seller Name: Terrence Guin
Seller Email: terrenceguin@gmail.com
Seller Phone: 405.219.5925
Seller Location: Edmond, Oklahoma
Notes: motor very strong runs really good i had one air bag leak and bought new one its only
needs a few small items plus paint soon but overal great car check out interior
Misc parts from a few Mark VIIs
by bigmark303
email with what you need or if local to come by and see the larger items. Thank you.
craigslist195883@rocketmail.com I will ship smaller parts but nothing freight.
Parts cars
89 LSC x2
89 BB x1
90 LSC x4
91 BB x1
91 LSC x1
92 LSC x1
Feel free to ask if you need something
1989 Midnight Currant Red LSC
By admin
Price: $13,500
Year: 1989
Model: Lincoln Mark VII LSC
Mileage: 10,900
Exterior color: midnight Currant Red
Interior color: Currant
VIN: 1LNBM93E1KY710937
Condition: 1 - professionally restored, perfect original, 95 plus point show vehicle that is not
driven
Link to pictures: http://thelincolnmarkviiclub.org/Gallery/1LNBM93E1KY710937
Seller Name: Mike Denney
Seller Email: cosmo1946@hotmail.com
Seller Phone: 918-366-2034
Seller Location: Mounds, OK (Tulsa area)
Notes: My parents bought this car new in Miami, OK. It was to be my mother's car. Her health
began to decline and this car was rarely driven as my dad didn't like the seats. My mom died in
2000 and I've had the car in my collection ever since
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CLASSIFIED
(cont’d)

1984 95+ point White LSC
By admin
Price: $6000
Year: 1984
Model: Lincoln Mark VII LSC
Mileage: 112000
Exterior color: white(new)
Interior color: dove grey
VIN: 1LNBM93EOKY633932
Condition: 1 - professionally restored, perfect original, 95 plus point show vehicle that is not
driven
Link to pictures: don't know how-to link photos
Seller Name: Thomas S. Posio
Seller Email: drtom77@verizon.net
Seller Phone: (973) 994-4380
Seller Location: Livingston,New Jersey
Notes: This has been my hobby car for about 6 years. Garage kept--as a show car,it is a turn key
auto. EVERYTHING WORKS--ALL ORIGINALbody and interior( except for new
paint).NEEDS NOTHING

PARTS PARTS AND MORE PARTS
by markviiheaven
I have 4 cars worth of parts all 89 or older. So here's your chance. I take PayPal
as well. PM me or Email with your needs. Also If your within driving distance I
install parts do repairs 5 speed conversions etc. John 860 710-2857
markviiheaven@thelincolnmarkviiclub.org
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ARTICLES

RESEALED QUARTER WINDOWS FIXED QUARTER TRIM SQUEAK
by mikeceli
My 1988 Mark VII LSC 's quiet interior, had a annoying squeak, in the left interior quarter trim
panel, for over 10 years. It's repair never made it to the top of my "To Do" list. My Wife and I
worked on this project.
My rear quarter windows recently developed a rain leak. I read the threads and fixed all, today.
We tried tightening up the window bolts, but the leak remained. We removed the windows
and, after cleaning all attaching areas, applied sealer. Per the FSM, I sought "Butly Service
Cord".
A body shop supply house sold me 3M Brand "Window Weld Ribbon Sealer". I selected part #
051135 / 08611 which is 5/16" diameter Butyl sealer (cord or rope). My inspection showed it is
the same size product OE supplied. Except, the OE had a "fishing line" like cord inside, I expect
for the factory dispensing machine.
To ease removal of the window, I aimed my twin, 300 W spot lights at the exterior glass, to
soften the bond. I removed the vertical exterior trim molding, in the door opening (5 #2 Philips
screws). Then used a Harbor Freight nylon interior trim (wedge shaped, 1" wide) pry tool. I
inserted the tool between the glass and body, at the removed trim location. I did this little by
little to not break the glass. Once I got the leading edge free, I GENTLY tapped the retaining
studs, with a plastic hammer. Just to make sure they were not "bound up" in the body. Then we
gently pulled and pushed the glass away from the body.
One wrap around with the Butyl cord is correct. (The first window I applied extra, in areas,
which was too much. Apply a little butyl to the window studs and on the retaining nut
undersides.
The squeak was failure of the inner quarter trim attaching screw, near the wheel house arch. A
larger diameter screw and fender washer, allowed ample torque and panel contact, fixing the
slight, but annoying squeak. Said screw and washer is concealed by the seat back.
I hope this helps others.
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ARTICLES
(cont’d)

HOW TO FIX AN ANTENNA MAST CORD
by Florida Mark VII
This is a simple fix that I used. Fixing the mast cord (not sure of the proper name but I'm taking
about the white ribbed cord that puts the antenna up and down). Tools needed Torch (Just a
propane one or small hand size one), screw driver set, and a metric socket set.
Make sure that you can slide the inner mast out. Now take the antenna out. Once you have it
out, time to see if it is fixable. At the bottom of the mast where it goes into the gear and motor
casing, loosen that screw. You should be able to slide the entire mast out of the lower unit. If
the white cord is shorter than 6 inches or so at the bottom of the mast, good that's fine, its
fixable so fare
Next, on the side of the black gear casing there will be a small 7 mm nut in the middle. Remove
it. Lightly pop the cover off with a blade screwdriver. Once off, there will be a white case with
a small cone washer that covers the cord. Take that off. Inspect the cord. If there are no breaks,
then it’s fixable.
OK clean the grease from one end of the cord and set it to the side. Take the tip of the inner
mast off 7 mm. Pull the cord and slide it out might have to coax it a little. The second shaft
shouldn't come out. It should be locked in so don't worry about it coming out too. Now take a
pair of cutters cutters and cut the cord as close as you can to where it goes in. Light the torch.
Make sure you have a cup of water you will need it.
Keep the torch low you don't want it too hot. Heat the cup at the bottom of the inner mast. Roll
the area around in the flame. You should see the plastic cord turning clear when it’s hot
enough. If it’s burning or the metal is turning red you’re applying too much heat! Once this
happens keep heating, hold the cup toward the ground. It will come out like a snake by its self,
usually in one peace.
Ok. With water close take the heat away grab your cord. If you look at the cup, it is grooved
where they clamped it on. Gently take the clean area insert it into the cup, Taking care to put
the grove side in on the grove side of cup. Push it in. The cord will slide right in. Once you feel
it set, cool with water. Remember, low heat. When you see it go clear it will come out by its self
shortly thereafter. Remove heat. Insert cord till it sets, immediately cool. Reinstall.
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ARTICLES
(cont’d)

R.P.M.
(Restore, Preserve, Maintain)
by John Dancy
Wow. Owner feedback to my previous articles has been huge. Thank you very much for your
questions and suggestions. Even though the Club has a CONTACT page at
http://thelincolnmarkviiclub.org/communicate/index.htm, let’s keep the R.P.M. discussions
limited to newsletter@TheLincolnMarkVIIClub.org About EIGHT of your phone
calls/emails/PMs/smoke signals, asked “how do I get started”, so I’ll briefly go that section again
for those that missed it.

“A skilled Lincoln Mark VII Mechanic is the absolute best way to maintain a Mark VII, but for
those of us that know how to turn a wrench, here’s an overview. The list of basic tools include:
FORD SHOP MANUAL SPECIFICALLY FOR YOUR MARK VII
3/8 drive socket set
screw driver set
allen wrench set
torx wrench set
electrical multimeter
(2) two ton jack stands
(1) two ton floor jack
adjustable wrench
hammer
Reciprocating saw
Reciprocating saw blades
3/8 drill
3/8 drill bit set
Club Members have completely disassembled Mark VIIs with the tools listed above. MrFixit and
I have pictures. Maintaining your Mark VII does not have to be major surgery for scheduled
maintenance. No special tools are required to replace radiator hoses, charging system
components, filters, or fluids.”
Armed with that knowledge, let’s continue.
As of this writing, many owners are thawing out their Mark VIIs for the Spring/Summer
seasons. Where and how you stored your car for the winter dictates how we proceed. If your
car was stored on a side street in Philadelphia, then you’ll need to check the battery and the
fluid levels and maybe your driver’s side mirror. Two of us have lost mirrors over the winter.
If you cannot remember the last time that your coolant system was properly flushed, then it is
due NOW. The coolant in our systems should be replaced ever 24 months or less. Period.
Coolant capacity can be as much as three US Gallons depending on how you evacuate it. Never
evacuate a warm or hot engine. Be prepared to capture and properly dispose of three gallons of
toxic liquid. When ingested, even a teaspoon of anti-freeze will kill domestic pets. Living in the
Southeastern corner of Pennsylvania, I run a mix of 60% coolant (the green stuff, ethylene
glycol only) and 40% water (demineralized water is best but ACME brand bottled water is
better than household drinking water) year round. Starting with a COLD engine, I inspect the
hoses and clamps. Oil eats rubber. If they do NOT look like the ones that we see hanging behind
the counter at AdvancedPepZone, then replace them. Radiator flush products are good but we
must must must bypass our heater coils before using them. Radiator/Engine flush products eat
through our heater coils/cores. Ask me how I know. Close the system except for the radiator
cap. Now is also a good time to inspect the cap. If they do NOT look like the ones that we see
hanging on the shelves at AdvancedPepZone, then clean them or replace them.
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ARTICLES
(cont’d)

Weather you live in Pirkkala, Finland like Jari or Ewa Beach, Hawaii like Michael, we all need
the lubricating effects of actual coolant and not just straight water. I always have an empty
coolant gallon jug around so I fill it with 60% coolant and 40% water and then dump the mixed
concoction into my radiator. After two gallons of pouring, the system looks full. With the
radiator cap STILL removed, I start the car and add more concoction until it cannot take any
more. I then replace the cap and fill my overflow/expansion tank bottle to the COLD marking
on the bottle. This may seem like an unnecessary procedure with 50 degree temperatures
outside, but you’ll be grateful that it’s done once you’re idling in traffic on Interstate 95 with 95
degrees outside and 72 degrees inside of your luxury sport coupe.
Transmission fluid. If there is NOT a puddle of it on the ground under your car AND if the level
is within the operating parameters on your dipstick, it’s probably good. Ask your mechanic to
look at it when you go in for inspection. If you’re low and the ground is dry, add only about
eight ounces at a time and check the level after adding. TOO HIGH is just a s bad as NOT
ENOUGH.
Engine oil. If you cannot remember the last time that you changed your engine oil, then it is
due NOW. City drivers like me change it and the filter every 3,000 miles. Long haulers that
live at the bottom of an on ramp to a major highway and work at a business just off the
interstate can go as high as 5,000 miles between changes. We both agree on using 10W-30
synthetic oil in our 100,000+ mile Marks.
Power steering fluid is red (1984s) or clear in all other model years, not brown and definitely
not black. A long neck turkey baster works great to suck out most of the old fluid but pulling
hoses from the pump is the best way to evacuate the system before purging it with about a quart
of fluid and THEN refilling it to capacity.
Brake fluid is clear. Period. If your fluid is not, then the entire system should be flushed. Our
brake warning lights should only come on during start up and then, never for more than five or
ten seconds. Anything longer and the system needs to first be flushed and then diagnosed.
Never let the reservoir go below half full. If your system becomes AIR BOUND, then you’ll
need to either tow the car to a shop or spend the better part of an afternoon going through
precise steps to evacuate air from the system. To get clear fluid out of all four calipers takes
about a gallon of brake fluid. The same preparations that you have for coolant are what you take
for brake fluid. Your mechanic has the means to dispose of this stuff properly. If you bleed your
system in your driveway and then are faced with disposing a gallon of this awful stuff, then
offering your mechanic a $20.00 bill to take it off your hands is not in bad taste.
Windshield wiper fluid. This is one of those things that we don’t think about until we’re empty.
Each car I drive goes through about a gallon a season. The system capacity is a gallon. It’s cheap
and easy to do.
IF YOUR CAR WAS STORED IN A HEATED GARAGE WITH BATTERY TENDERS AND
THE HOODS AND DOORS OPEN, THEN REMOVE THE SUPPLEMENTAL EQUIPMENT
AND ENJOY YOUR VEHICLE <g>.
Until next time,
Restore, preserve, and maintain.
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MEMBERSHIP

WELCOME TO THE LINCOLN MARK VII
FAMILY!
New Members.

WELCOME BACK TO THE LINCOLN MARK
VII FAMILY!
Returning Members.

T. “Superior Golfer” Chilton Jr. Superior AZ
Bob “shoremark” Di Angelo Wildwood Crest NJ
Reese “Hawk” Hawkins Jacksonville FL
Roger “matzke5” Matzke Penndel PA
Sal “Ruisi” Merrick NY
Aaron “428mark” Whitman Spring TX

Jari “hansa” Anttila Pirkkala Finland Finland
“Product Development Guy” Baxter New Boston MI
USA
Richie “cabendo” Caliendo Glen Ellyn IL USA
T. “SuperiorGolfer” Chilton Jr. Superior AZ USA
Jack “Hizhonor” Cohen Bensalem PA USA
John “OldSchool1” Dancy Sr Primos PA USA
Philip “PLPhil's90LSC” Deans Pearland TX USA
Anthony “DonTony” DeBlasi Howard Beach NY USA
Paul “pauldathome” Doherty Las Vegas NV USA
Jerry “JGBLACKLSC” Galant Avon OH USA
Judy “judy” Gevry Webster MA USA
James “jimythecoot Groth Dallas OR USA
Reese “Hawk” Hawkins Jacksonville FL USA
Steve “bigfishman” Jones Payson AZ USA
Jeff “Jeff Koch” Koch Gardena CA USA
Isaac “ikebigdaddy” McNeill Upper Darby PA USA
Robbie “gytrrdunn90se” Menges Mesa AZ USA
Robert “bobmarkVIInokaoi” Moderow Honolulu HI USA
Rick “rickpeters1” Peters Ellisville MO USA
Jim & Carolyn “jimcarolyn” Popp Gambrills MD USA
William “MrTalladega Poudrier Maynard MA USA
Christopher “nyoldguy” Romano Nassau NY USA
Jim “69bossnine” Schmidt Ocala FL USA
Pietro “ChickenKoala” Somma Linden NJ USA
Charlie “Sunshine” Wall Houston TX USA
Charles Weinmann San Angelo TX USA
Aaron “428mark” Whitman Spring TX USA
Stan “shines” Wright Albuquerque NM USA
“retcol1996”Zglenski PERKIOMENVILLE PA USA

MEMBERSHIP FAQ
Q: How much does it cost to be a Member?
A: $25.00US plus an initiation fee of $15.00 for the first year.
Q: How long does my Membership last?
A: Memberships can last a lifetime with annual renewals. Renewals begin on the anniversary of your induction date and continue for twelve months.
Q: What do I get when I become a Lincoln Mark VII Club Member?
A: All Members receive a one year subscription to our exclusive periodical, The Mark VII Times!, our exclusive Club T-Shirt, a transferrable 3” x 4” Lincoln
Mark VII Club window decal, an Online Forum, a customized E-Mail address, a personal online Photo Gallery, and automatic updates of all of our Shows,
Meets, Cruises, and Events throughout the year!
Q: Will I be able to receive multiple usernames and passwords for all of my vehicles?
A: Yes. You are allowed as many Memberships as you like.
Q: How do I renew my Membership?
A: Renewal is quick, easy, and inexpensive. You can renew by US MAIL, ELECTRONICALLY with PayPal, Visa, or MasterCard, or in person by contacting a
Club Board Member near you.
Q: How can I share questions and ideas with other Club Members?
A: At our many Events throughout the year and throughout the country, you'll have the opportunity to meet and greet with other enthusiasts just like you!
You'll also have 24 hour access to a specialized online Forum and customized e-mail account. There are even online Live Chat Rooms for simultaneous
multiple User conversations.
Q: What if I'm not that Internet savvy?
A: That's fine! We're a Car Club (that just so happens to have a Web Site). Almost all of our Events are done in person at Shows, Cruises, Meets, and even
monthly breakfasts. You choose how you would like to be notified; E-Mail, US Mail, Telephone, or smoke signals (void where prohibited). The online
resources such as Specifications and Technical references will only increase your knowledge and enjoyment of this Classic American Car.
Q: Why should I renew my Membership if I receive most of the material and information in the first year?
A: Your Membership shows your support and enthusiasm for the World Wide Lincoln Mark VII Family. Your Membership fee helps to cover the costs of
providing you with the BEST Car Club specifically for Lincoln Mark VIIs. Donations and fund raisers go directly back into the enjoyment of our Members,
our Club, and our cars. We're a Member supported, Non-Profit Organization that receives no local, state, or federal assistance. We will continually evolve
based on Member input and ideas.
Q: Why should I go to the Web Site?
Each time you visit the site, you'll have the opportunity to pick up additional information that wasn't there before. You can have a live chat with other Club
Members, check your e-mail, or ask a question in our interactive online Forum. Be creative with your very own online Photo Gallery. Read reviews and see
pictures and videos from Club events.
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Cross Word Puzzle

Across
2. The target of a thief
4. Italian fashion designer ______
5. Luxury Sport Coupe
6. To pummel or strike
10. US fashion designer Bill _____
11. a version of anything printed or not presented to the public
Down
1. Popular Italian designer watch
3. The twenty second letter of the alphabet followed by two columns
4. Grand Touring Coupe
5. The capital of Nebraska
7. US paper currency
8. a temporary arbitrary reduction in the price of regularly stocked goods
9. 19th century German engineer Rudolf ______
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Double Puzzle

Unscramble each of the clue words.
Take the letters that appear in

boxes and unscramble them for the final message.

Fallen Phrase

(answer: November 10, 1983 was the day the Lincoln Division of the Ford Motor Company introduced the newly designed Lincoln Mark VII.)
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Lincoln Maze VII
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http://www.coversdirect.com
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